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Government shutdown
over: Back to spending
money they didn't have in
the first place...
After a difficult start of the week, North American equities
rebounded and were higher for the fifth consecutive week. Moving
markets was a report on Friday from The Wall Street Journal that
the Federal Reserve is closer than expected to ending its balance
sheet unwind. The Fed’s decision is a key consideration for
investors as they gauge the extent to which the central bank will
tighten its monetary policy.
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Elsewhere, the U.S. government shutdown “ended” Friday after
President Donald Trump and congressional leaders reached a deal
to reopen the government for three weeks...
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After a difficult start of the week,
North American equities rebounded
and were higher for the fifth
consecutive week. Moving markets
was a report on Friday from The Wall
Street Journal that the Federal
Reserve is closer than expected to
ending its balance sheet unwind.
The Fed’s decision is a key
consideration for investors as they
gauge the extent to which the
central bank will tighten its
monetary policy.

Elsewhere, the U.S. government
shutdown “ended” Friday after
President Donald Trump and
congressional leaders reached a
deal to reopen the government
for three weeks, ending the
longest ever U.S. funding lapse.
The deal will restart government
operations through February 15,
but will not put money toward the
president’s proposed border wall
— which, of course, started this
whole impasse in the first place...
Trump said the parties would set
up a conference committee to put
together a Department of
Homeland Security appropriations
bill. However, Trump threatened
to let the government shut down
again - or declare a national
emergency to bypass Congress if lawmakers do not reach a border
security deal he likes.

Pressure on Trump and lawmakers
to end the shutdown escalated
Friday as the Federal Aviation
Administration temporarily halted
flights into New York’s LaGuardia
Airport because of a shortage of airtraffic control staff. While the delay
was lifted after an hour and 22
minutes, the disruption cascaded
through East Coast airports such as
Newark Liberty International and
Philadelphia.
Switching back to the markets, it
has been an impressive double-digit
recovery in equity returns since the
market low at the end of last year,
despite the understandable doubts
related to China, Brexit, the partial
government shutdown and mixed
earnings reports. All this is
consistent with a recovery in
sentiment and growth expectations.
It seems as though the near
inversion of the yield curve
triggered end of cycle positioning
which, with hind sight, now appears
too early. The slowdown in earnings
growth expectations and industrial
sentiment last year was mistaken
for early recession indicators, but
the pace of growth in both was
clearly unsustainably strong. A
slower rate of growth was always
the most likely outcome for 2019,
but that did not have to herald
recession.

So while we do not think that this
new slower growth regime is a
recession forming, we do expect it
to present a more challenging
backdrop for equity returns this
year, making the case for security
selection and active management.
With that point in mind, we once
again rebalanced our portfolio this
week, adding defensive, high
yielding companies.
It is early days in the Q4 reporting
season, with just over 10% of
companies having reported so far,
but the current run-rate suggests
earnings growth slightly north of
15%. Historically, that number
should be enough to see the
recovery in equity returns continue.
Volatility is unlikely to get better
this year, given the aforementioned
uncertainties, but there are many
reasons to expect equity markets to
run higher yet.

Looking to next week, in the US,
the Fed is on deck Wednesday and
is expected to leave its target rate
unchanged. Hence, the focus
should be on Fed Chairman
Powell’s comments on the state
of the economy as well as
nonfarm payrolls and PMI Friday.

Not to be outdone by our counterparts to the South,
Canadians will soon be inundated by political tomfoolery as
parties jockey for headlines ahead of this Falls federal
election. While we would never dip our toe into a contentious
political debate, we did find this report from the independent
think-tank, Fraser Institute, particularly interesting: Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau has now recorded the two highest
levels of per person government spending in Canadian history,
outside of times or war or recession. The study, which tracks
annual per person program spending (adjusted for inflation) by
prime ministers since Confederation, finds that spending this
year ($8,639 per Canadian) is only $72 below the all-time
record set by Prime Minister Stephen Harper in 2009 ($8,711
in 2018 dollars) during the global recession.
Consequently, two of the three highest-spending years on
record—2017 and 2018 – are within Prime Minister Trudeau’s
tenure. In addition, Prime Minister Trudeau also presided over
the fourth-largest average annual increase (3.1%) in per
person program spending since the Second World War, behind
only Pierre Trudeau (4.5%), Lester Pearson (5.3%) and Louis
St. Laurent (7.0%).
“The past few years have seen rapid and historic increases in
deficit-financed government spending in Ottawa, at a time
when the economy is growing. Higher spending often leads to
higher deficits and more debt that ultimately must be paid by
taxpayers, which is why current spending levels represent a
burden to current and future taxpayers,” according to Jason
Clemens, VP of the Fraser Institute and co-author of the
report.
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